Expression of Crystallins, Pax6, Filensin, CP49, MIP, and MP20 in lens-derived cell lines.
Cell lines are the systems of choice to analyze cellular functions related to the particular organ system. For lens research, three cell lines are widely used: N/N1003A (derived from rabbit lenses), alpha TN4, and NKR-11 (both of murine origin). The aim of the current study was to characterize these particular cell lines with respect to their expression of genes that are considered to be lens specific or expressed preferentially in the lens, such as crystallins, Pax6, Filensin, CP49, MIP, and MP20. alpha A- and alpha B-crystallin cDNA from rabbit lenses were sequenced. The expression of various genes was analyzed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction using specific primers and mRNA from three lens-derived cell lines. For control, the expression of the selected genes was compared in nonlenticular tissues of mouse as well as in non-lens-derived murine cell lines (EF43, NIH-3T3, and L929). None of the transcripts for beta B2-crystallin, gamma-crystallins, MIP, MP20, filensin, and CP49 could be detected in the lens-derived cell lines. Transcripts for alpha A-crystallin were amplified in alpha TN4, but not in N/N1003A and NKR-11 cells. Pax6, a master control gene of eye development, is expressed in all three lens-derived cell lines and, additionally, in cell lines of neuronal origin, but not in corneal endothelial cells and in the currently used control cell lines. Three cell lines of lenticular origin were tested for expression of genes that were found abundantly in the lens. The observed expression of Pax6 in all lens-derived cell lines allows their use in the analysis of corresponding signal chains.